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Since the most remote times gold and silver have been elected to be a support 

of the wealth of the mankind.

Short before 600 BC the first coins were issued in Lydia. Initially made of 

electron, then of gold or silver, they were provided by the ruling authority with 

markings which were nothing else than early security features safeguarding 

the recipients of the precious metal.

It took not long until imitative coins appeared. Some of them were made of 

good metal but were not official issues of the minting cities; some other ones, 

inversely, were plated forgeries.

A LONG HISTORY OF SECURITY FEATURES AND COUNTERFEITING
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The coins were therefore sometimes test cut with a chisel to determine whether they were made of good metal.

To deal with the counterfeits the Athenians passed a law in 375 BC which provided for a dokimastes (tester) to 

sit near the banking tables in the Agora and in the market of Peiraieus.

Well more than twenty centuries have passed since then. The struggle between the rightful producers and the 

counterfeiters is still going on, and the two driving reasons of counterfeiting the precious metals are still present.



Precious metal coins and bars have been and are forged in different ways.

In recent years, the rapid changes in our world have led to a rapid and profound evolution in everything 

which surrounds us.

The counterfeiters also have taken advantage of new marketplaces and of improved and easier accessible 

technical means, and threaten the integrity of the precious metals market. Here following we are going to 

review the different facets of their activity an their consequences on the business of the refiners.

But first let’s see what has to catch our attention…

DIFFERENT AIMS OF THE FORGERY, DIFFERENT VICTIMS OF THE SCAM, 

DIFFERENT KINDS OF COUNTERFEIT – AN OVERVIEW
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Generally speaking, a risk assessment is made considering the likelihood of an event and the severity of its 

consequences. In a refiner perspective the risk to be considered is the possible impact on the company’s 

reputation and/or annual earnings, or on its ability to achieve business objectives.

RISK ASSESSMENT
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Whereas rare events with negligible consequences not necessarily 

require action, likely events implying serious damage require urgent 

attention in order to define how to reduce the risk. In order to define 

priorities in intermediate situations it is appropriate to multiply the 

figure representing the likelihood (probability P) by the level of the 

damage (severity S). The higher the key figure obtained, the higher 

will be the priority.

In specific cases, like the one we are dealing with, the likelihood that 

an event will occur has to be combined with the opportunity of its 

detection – or much better with the risk that it will not be detected (R).



› Weight

› Dimensions and shape

› Appearance

› Density

› Electrical conductivity

› Magnetic properties

› Acoustic resonance

› Ultrasonic testing

› Chemical analysis

› Chemical fingerprinting

› Optical security features

› Optical fingerprinting

› Secret codes

› Tracking

DETECTION OPPORTUNITIES
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Cast bars imitations, further, have a flat upper surface instead of the typical 

aspect of the real product, which is normally more rounded and displays, 

although not always, visible shrinkage and solidification rings. 
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THREAT : BRASS, GOLD PLATED COPPER

Base metal imitations can be made of gold plated metal 

(typically copper), or more simply of brass.

Generally sold as paperweights, they can sometimes be 

clearly identified as such, but sometimes they are close 

imitations of real gold bars.

Due to the significantly lower density of their constituting 

metal they can be easily told apart from the real gold items 

because of their lower weight (by corresponding dimen-

sions) or their higher thickness (by corresponding weight).

When not gold plated, the items tend to tarnish with time 

and often to have a dull appearance.



Although a single fake cast bar implies a significant financial 

loss, the ease of timely detecting it makes the level of the risk 

reasonably low.

Much different is the case of the minted bars: the widespread 

purchase on internet from unknown sellers makes the risk 

much higher. Single pieces are bought without much 

possibility of checks and comparisons, and the sealed 

packaging of the small wafers – intended to safeguard their 

integrity – can hinder a proper verification.

Since the quality of the copies has reached very high levels, 

fakes can be spread unawares in the retailers market.

Although the refiners have already introduced a numbers of 

specific security features, the level of the risk remains high 

since the technical level of the counterfeits closely follows the 

one of the original products.
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THREAT : BRASS, GOLD PLATED COPPER



Unlike all other non precious metals, tungsten has a density which 

matches the one of gold and counterfeiters have taken advantage 

of this. On the other hand, it has an extremely high melting point 

(3422 °C) and it is difficult to work.

Some industrial producers of tungsten and tungsten alloy products 

offer gold-ingots-like paperweights.

Their aspect, quite different from the original, should be reassuring, 

but the easy use of trademarks is disturbing.
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THREAT : TUNGSTEN ITEMS / TUNGSTEN INLAYS

Tungsten is more typically used as inlay 

when used to forge cast bars. Some for-

geries are readily distinguished because 

of their unnaturally flat upper face.

The forgery is more difficult to spot when 

original bars are emptied, filled with small 

rods and accurately re-sealed.

“Please do not use for illegal purposes”



Although quite harmful for the unaware buyer, cast bars with tungsten 

inlays are fairly seldom.

More frequent, and mainly put on the market through the internet, are 

accurately reproduced minted bars – often sold in quite convincing 

secure packaging – and coins.

Detection is possible but requires attention, and it may come too late.

Together with widespread advertising, astonishing declared supply 

ability and availability of channels for wide dissemination make the 

risk worrying, both for the buyers and for the producers who need to 

make their products trustworthy.

Much progress has been done in the field of the security features, but 

further improvements are still needed, since the counterfeiters don’t 

seem to be discouraged by the novelties introduced by the precious 

metals refiners.
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THREAT : TUNGSTEN ITEMS / TUNGSTEN INLAYS

FAKE GENUINE



In recent times gold counterfeits of kilobars have been reported. Sometimes –

but not always – characterized by an incorrect fineness (deviating from a few 

tenths up to a couple of ‰ from the nominal value), they mostly closely 

resemble the originals and carry consistent serial numbers.

Only in few cases the difference of the markings can be seen at first glance as 

in the example shown here; in other instances the fraud is only revealed  by 

minor details of the writings and/or by details related to the production process 

and equipment.

Whereas the deriving financial damage is by far smaller than in the case of 

forgeries hiding other metals, it is the integrity of the whole precious metals 

market to be endangered, as well as the reputation of the refiner whose bars 

were forged, to be put at risk.

In this case the goal of the required checks is not to verify the chemical 

composition of the bar or to assess its physical properties, but to confirm its 

real provenance from the refiner whose markings appear on it.
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THREAT : GOLD COUNTERFEITS
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DIFFERENT PROBLEMS, DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS :

BASE METAL FORGERIES

Chemical / physical

properties

In this case the item carries in itself the information needed in order to confirm its genuineness. Specific 

information is not required from the refiner, and standard equipment can be used to perform the checks.

Intrinsic value

of the metal

Chemical

composition

testified by
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DIFFERENT PROBLEMS, DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS :

GOLD COUNTERFEITS

Intrinsic value of the 

origin of the bar
Information

Link to data storage

Certificate, 

Delivery note

Physical

fingerprint

Security features, 

codes
Bar markings

Chemical

fingerprint

testified by



As well as the bars themselves, certificates, secure packaging and security features are 

never 100% safe from counterfeits, and a link to the internet site designated for an integrity 

confirmation may also hide a scam.

As for the safety of mechanical devices or of chemical processes, an improvement of the 

security level can be achieved through the combined use of different, truly independent 

security components. Following elements may be considered:
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SEEKING FOR IMPROVED SECURITY

 serial number

 visible security features

 hidden / secret security codes, fingerprint

 identification key kept in a separate, safe place

 protection against fake links

 tracking / traceability / secured distribution chain
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When the core issue is the actual origin of the bar, relevant information from the manufacturer is required.

Just as every mother penguin is able to tell 

apart her own chick from all other ones, 

we must be able to securely identify our 

products and to confirm their genuineness 

when asked for.

This confirmation will best be based on the 

match of a piece of information carried by 

the individual item itself, impossible to be 

changed or transferred, with a correspond-

ing one that we only hold.

GETTING DIRECTLY INVOLVED



Besides of security considerations, the way chosen to protect ourselves and our customers 

against counterfeiting must take into account the needs and expectations of different stake-

holders in order to be successful:
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MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE STAKEHOLDERS

 it must not alter the weight and the expected purity of the bars

 it must be durable and not be affected by normal wear

 it must allow a high throughput as required by bank vaults

 it must be accessible to retailers and small buyers

 it must be usable by unskilled operators

Last but not least, it has to be considered that the recipients of the bars will not be ready to 

adopt a different verification system or equipment for every brand on the market. A general 

consensus on the elected method is therefore essential.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION


